
Accommodations

4 Day Retreat Festival

26.09 - 30.09



Accommodations

We promote sustainable and

regenerative solutions which embrace the concept of

comfort in nature. The tents, beds and linens are of the

highest quality to offer you the best comfort and charm in

nature. If you love nature but don’t like the idea of staying

in a glamping tent, we also offer bungalows 

and rooms that you can choose from.

Price Overview per Person*

Hostel starting at 80 CHF for 4 nights pp

Bell Tent starting at 220 CHF for 4 nights pp

Bell Tent XL starting at 200 CHF for 4 nights pp

Tent Emperador starting at 200 CHF for 4 nights pp

Tent Buka starting at 260 CHF for 4 nights pp

Tent Buka XL starting at 240 CHF for 4 nights pp

Tent Buka Duplex starting at 220 CHF for 4 nights pp

Tent Nusa starting at 280 CHF for 4 nights pp

Tent Nusa Duplex starting at 240 CHF for 4 nights pp

Tiny Coco starting at 260 CHF for 4 nights pp

Refugios starting at 300 CHF for 4 nights pp

Bungalow starting at 360 CHF fro 4 nights pp

    *if unit is rented at full capacity



FABRIC

TENTS



HOSTEL 

1- 2  people

5.2 m2

1 bed 135 cms

Shared bathroom

Unit Price for 4 nights 160 CHF  

This is your best option if you are on a budget and a solo traveler or with your partner.

You will have a private space within a shared tent divided into 3 compartments, each

with a double bed. 



Bell Tent

Bell Tent XL

1 - 2 people

12m2

 1 bed 135 cms

Our Bell tent is the basic and functional accommodation option for

camping without hassles, providing all the comforts.

With this model, you can go for a budget cost camping experience.

Perfect for couples or people who are traveling solo and love the option

of an own tent. 

2-4 people

20 m2

2 beds 135 cms

Shared bathroom

Our most emblematic large-capacity tent with a very pleasant chill

atmosphere inside.

A practical, spacious, and versatile tent, catering to your preferences,

with a designed interior, the pleasant ambiance you seek for rest and

enjoyment, and equipped with the features typical of our camping

tents, ensuring you can enjoy yourself from the very first minute.

Shared bathroom

Unit Price for 4 nights440 CHF

800 CHF Unit Price for 4 nights



Inspired by the camping tents and Caribbean resorts, with an exclusive

design and a meticulously crafted chill atmosphere, the Emperor model is

our VIP tent for those seeking maximum comfort in a tranquil and

spacious setting. With a surface area of 24 m2 and a height of 3 meters, it

is equipped for the utmost comfort such as refrigerator, hanger, mirror and

more.

Tent Emperador 

3 - 6 people

24 m2

 3 beds 135 cms

Shared bathroom

Unit Price for 4 nights1200 CHF



FIXED STRUCTURE

TENTS



Tent Buka XL

The glamping tent Buka and Buka XL maintains

the comfort of all our UP designs, focusing on

the functionality and simplicity of your stay.

Tent Buka

1 - 2 people

10,6m2

1 bed 135 cms

Buka claims a style of accommodation integrated into nature, without losing

the essential details for rest and enjoyment of tranquility. The shape and double

fabric of these tents protect you more from the heat than other tents.

2 - 4  people

14m2

2 beds 135 cms

Shared bathroom

Shared bathroom

Unit Price for 4 nights520 CHF  

Unit Price for 4 nights960 CHF



The tent model for up to 6 people has 14 m2 and a

height of 4.7 meters, as well as an outdoor picnic

area.

Tent Buka Dúplex

3 - 6  people 3 beds 135 cms

14 m2 Shared bathroom

Unit Price for 4 nights 1320 CHF  



Tent Nusa Dúplex

This is our most luxurious tent option with plenty

of space and a cute outside patio with sun chairs.

With the Nusa tents you can choose between

models with one or two double beds arranged on

the ground floor and a bed on the uppor floor. 

Tent Nusa Dúplex XL 

2 - 4  people

12 m2

2 beds 135 cms

3 - 6  people

12 m2

3 beds 135 cms

Shared bathroom

Shared bathroom

Unit Price for 4 nights 1440 CHF  

Unit Price for 4 nights 1120 CHF  



BUNGALOWS

AND REFUGIOS



TINY COCO

2 - 4  people

11 m2

2 beds 135 cms

Shared bathroom

Unit Price for 4 nights 1040 CHF  

This is the best option if you prefer fixed structure

to a glamping tent and traveling on a budget.

Perfect for 2 couples or 2 friends who prefer not

sharing a bed.



REFUGIOS 

2 - 4  people

17 m2

2 beds 135 cms

Private bathroom

Unit Price for 4 nights 1200 CHF  
This is the best option if you prefer a fixed structure with

its own bathroom and the privacy of your own room. The

rooms are on top of one another but separated and the

bathroom is in the room on the ground floor.

**Note: The bathroom is very small and therefore not best

suited for bigger or taller people.



BUNGALOW 

3- 5 people

40 m2

3 beds

Equiped kitchen

Private bathroom

Unit Price for 4 nights 1800 CHF  

The Bungalow is our most spacious accommodation.

It has 2 bedrooms with closet space, a living room

with kitchen and a nice big veranda. It’s also the only

accommodation that has AC. 


